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THE OLD TIIREE-LEGGED STOOL.

lthe large accession to our ist of readers, don't stumble upon iL. Weil! what have we'
Glce the commencement of the publication of the next ?"

D, and our inability much longer to sup- "Marco Visconti-a Translation from the
ply the demand for all the volumes which have Italian."
been issued, together with other causes moving "Just as good as original, and a well-told tale
'j thereunto, we have had serious thoughts of it is ; we care not if all the world should hear

ohi cing another new series. us say so, and we are somewhat proud of our
Monstrous!" exclaimed a friend at our judgment too. Try again, old fellow. We think

tlbow, who heard our cogitations as we repeated we shall soon convert you by evidence of your
the sentence, to se how it would look in print, own furnishing. But mind that old ricketty, three-

'Wy People will then eal it the 'serial series,' legged stool, or it will be down with you, as sure
or the ' three series,' and remind everybody who as your name's Andrew Glommerhead. Now for
1 Aequainted with the locality-of the village of it again. Out with it."
the Three Swans near Liverpool-the Old Swan, "It's not worth while. I was only looking atthe 0.

SOiginal Old Swan, and the Old Original Old some old musty legends about hobgoblins and
en-capital 1" barghaists, and I don't know what besides."
e see nothing capital about such nonsense," "Give us the book. Why you're a regular

e rePlied somewhat tartly; "nor how it applies born fool. These are the 'Border Legends,'
s, any more than to the three estates of the praised even by Dr. Barker, who barks at every-

"a'rU,-the three Kingdoms,-the three Graces, thing not his own. Then, there's the next ar-
the three Gorgons,-the three Fates,--the ticle to it--' Scenes Abroad ;' find us a botter

tree gi'ngs of Cologne,-the three-e-e-' one in any of the magazines in the
uses !" interrupted our incorrigible friend. "United States, eh?"

Well! admitting it to be the third time we "No. We were not going to say the United
ce ome out with something new-our appear- States ; but since you've put the words into our

g Oa on each occasion been improved--our mouths, with one or two exceptions-and these
gee1 style and manner-aye, and matter, too- are of a different order,-we do not fear a com- -

been better, and more stately our behaviour." parison with the best of their magazines. We
Yes ; just as it is in the three ages of woman, know, and the knowledge is not cofined tous, that

h YOu scem to have forgotten, although you our matter is at least equal to theirs. Trash,have reached the last." indeed ! In the whole five thousand pages we

Oh ( T three fiddle-sticks! But where were we ? have printed you cannot find fifty that are not
about Our materials." good-multitudes of them are very good-tales

e less you say about them the botter. which would not shame Blackwood or Bentley, or
tales in prose are trash, and your poetry, Fraser or Tait. Why, when we think of it, we

hilio Cal1 it, doggerel rhyme, and sometimes are actually proud of what Canada can do
Sthat." and are very much inclined to question the fact,
sr cankered suld donnerel ! ye're getting or statement, that our country is in a state of

ofus, are ye? Now just reach us down one literary infancy. Try again; but mind that old
the umbers at your elbow, will ye ? No, not stool,-one of its legs is cracked--besides, you

the other pile to your right-that's it. are not accustomed to be so set up on high.
P lj Open it yourself, or ye'll maybe say we What have you got there ?"
i ut.the best. Read out. What's the first " Nothing particular; only some clever nonsense

& "about 'Popping the Question in the Dark'
he Broken Mirror, by " " There! we told you so. We were sure you'd

Xever mind who its by ; it's the writings, be down, and a pretty smash you've made of it,
ole writers, we're talking about. It's not by with eight years of our incessant labors on your

age, or Carlyle, or Kit North, we'll war. head."
you. If it were, you would applaud it to the "Eight!--only eight! There must have been

here, too, there is its sweet sister tale at least eighteen, I thought, from their excessive
cence and beautiful simplicity, ' the Musk weight."

UnOt far off. Try again ; and mind you "4 There ye're out again. If they have a fault


